
Welcome to Nick & Robbie. Thank you so much for choosing us as your salon professionals. 
Our hope is that this document covers the majority of questions you may have in working with 
us and understanding the best ways we can help accommodate you in making this the best 
experience possible.  
 
 
Professional Relationships: 
 
The most important part of our business is the relationships we have with our clients. Aside from 
our skill-set, the quality of our relationships is the core to our business practices. 
 
We understand finding the right hair stylist can take both time and effort. We also understand 
we may not be a match for everyone. However, our focus has always been and will always be 
the quality of our experience together, which we believe starts with open, honest dialogue.  
 
Therefore, we are open to feedback: if you are not totally satisfied with your time and services 
with us, please give us the opportunity to make it right: Whether that is setting up a second 
appointment or happily referring you to someone we can trust with your hair.  
 
Your satisfaction and continued business is everything to us. If we’re not performing to your 
expectations, please help us by making it right and allowing us to learn from our time together. 
 
Location and Parking: 
 
We’re located on the 2nd floor of The Broadway Plaza at 250 East Broadway, Suite 280 in Salt 
Lake City, Utah 84111. Our studio is situated directly above Rust Rare Coin and right down the 
hall from Salt Lake Power Yoga. 
 
We have FREE parking (it says $3) just south of the building. You can enter the driveway to our 
parking lot from 300 South, which is located between The Broadway Plaza (our building) and 
The Broadway Condominiums. There is both an elevator and stairs to the second floor.  
 
Hours of Operation:  
 
The salon is closed on Sundays and Mondays.  
 
Hours of operation: Tues/Wed/Thurs: 11am - 8pm. Friday: 11am - 6pm. Sat: 11am - 4pm. 
 
Due to the majority of our clients needing to come in the afternoon and/or on Saturdays, we 
schedule our days later as to be accomodating. As said, our days generally begin around 11am 
and because we work until 8pm, sometimes 9pm, we do not schedule early morning 
appointments due to required errands and business administration. 
 



 
This means our available appointment times reflect the greatest accommodation for the majority 
of our clients; however, we also understand this isn’t ideal for everyone and apologize in 
advance for any inconvenience this might create. 
 
Returning Phone Calls:  
 
The salon phone is Nick’s cell phone: 801.857.4637 
 
Due to the nature of our business, we are mostly on a call back basis. This means it can take up 
to 72-hours, sometimes a week, to return your call. This does not mean you are not important to 
us! We are nothing without our clients; however, we can sometimes receive up to 2-dozen 
phone calls a day, which can take us time to get back to everyone.  
 
Your business means everything to us and is not reflected in our ability to return phone calls 
immediately. If you need to reach us sooner, feel free to call back a couple of times and leave a 
voicemail. Often we prioritize phone calls from the needs of our clients… two or three voicemails 
in a couple of days… we get the importance and will call you after hours.  
 
If you have an emergency and/or need to get a hold of us immediately, it is easier to read a text 
message than listen to voicemail and return a phone call. Feel free to text Nick or Robbie to 
communicate more immediate matters such as running late for an appointment.  
 
Nick’s Cell: 801.857.4637 Robbie’s Cell: 385.230.5886 
 
Schedulicity: 
 
When scheduling an appointment online, make sure you click “Book My Appointment,” 
otherwise it will not show up on our schedule. If you do not receive an email confirmation from 
us, it means your appointment was not saved and scheduled and therefore does not show up 
on our calendar. We apologize in advance if this structural logistic causes any sort of grief.  
 
Comparable to sending an email, if you do not hit “send,” the email does not go through. 
Similarly, if you do not click “Book My Appointment” on Schedulicity, the process is not complete 
and your appointment will not show up on our end. Regretfully, if you show up and we do not 
have you on our schedule, we will have to reschedule you for a later time. 
 
Appointment Times: 
 
We book our appointments on the 45-minute. (I.e., 1145am, 1230pm, 115pm, 2pm, 245pm…) 
 
 
 



 
Our haircut times are 45-minutes and our color services are 2 hours and 15 minutes. If your 
color service is at 2pm, our time is set to be complete by 415pm. However the exception may be 
in the case of special coloring, which the time depends on the service needed. 
 
This means that every 45-minutes a new service is scheduled. For example, if you have a hair 
color appointment at 1230 pm, at 115pm another client has a 45-minute reservation and we will 
begin the second part of your hair color appointment at 2pm, at which time our service will be 
complete by 245pm. The last appointment of the day is 45-minutes before we close.  
 
Availability: 
 
On average, we book out 1 to 2 weeks, depending on the season and see anywhere between 
20 to 30 clients a week. This is important to keep in mind for re-booking and furthermore to 
understand how we work. Often, new clients will find us on the internet and call us the day of to 
get an appointment. Rarely does this happen, but sometimes it does. What is most important for 
you to know: We want to be available and accommodate you, we promise.  
 
If we’re not available or don’t get back to your right away, please know, it’s not because we 
don’t want to be of service or support.  
 
Two important points: 
 

1) Sometimes, we have to last minute appointments available due to cancellations and/or 
schedule irregularities. If we have a space available, we will get you in. It doesn’t hurt to 
try, but we ask that you be patient with us if we’re unable to accommodate at that 
specific time. We are flexible and do our best to support everyone in their needs.  

 
2) We ask our clients to plan ahead, either by pre-booking during your appointment and/or 

via our online scheduling software. We understand the value of feeling confident and 
up-to-date with your hair needs; however, we have hundreds of clients that have the 
same needs. So we request that you be patient with us, as we try to accommodate 
everyone’s needs as best as possible.  

 
Services and Prices: 
 
Our service menu is limited because we like to focus on what we’re best at: classic haircutting 
and world-renowned hair color. With that said, It’s important for us to understand how we can 
best be of service, as well as help you meet your hair goals. See our website for a current list of 
the services we offer and the prices we feel are fair market value.  
 
 
 



 
READ HERE for Color Services or Skip Below. 
 
Color Services: 
 
Although we have the best education when it comes to hair color via The American Board 
Certified Haircolorists, this does not mean we have a magic wand to make your hair perfect 
immediately, especially if you're a newer client. 
 
With that said, there are some very important facts to cover when it comes to hair color and the 
services we offer to help you achieve your hair goals: 
 

1) We DO NOT offer traditional Color Corrective services. This means, we look at changing 
color (from where you are today to where you want to go) in multiple visits over a 
6-month period.  

 
2) Our definition of a “Color Correction” is the removal of any unwanted pigment currently 

inhibiting your hair goals. For example, If you're wanting to go blonde and are currently 
brunette (even naturally) and/or need to remove pre-existing pigment such as red, 
brown, etc., we will ask you be patient with us as we set a plan for you rather than 
change your color in one session. 

 
3) We do have ways of helping you reach your color goals THROUGH TIME. Currently, our 

favorite product for removing artificial color is a Vitamin C pigment reducer that helps 
begin the process by slowly removing old, unwanted pigment. This is something you can 
do at home to help expedite the process towards your goals.  

 
4) We apologize in advance, we choose to not ruin your hair by making drastic changes in 

coloring and help you achieve your hair goals immediately. There are many factors in 
play, including your color before we started working together and the limitations of the 
color line we use. As a side note: We only use Wella Professional Hair Color.  

 
5) Another reason we do not offer drastic color change services is cost. It is not ethical to 

charge an exuberant amount of money for drastic changes in hair color. We are happy to 
help you reach your hair goals gracefully and through time, but we ask you be patient 
with us in how we choose to work.  

 
6) Last, we like to focus on natural, beautiful hair. If you’re looking for “fun” colors, including 

silver, purple or green, we are happy to make a recommendation for you to another hair 
stylist that will work with you in achieving your specific hair goals.  

 
 
 



 
Thank you: 
 
Thank you for choosing us as your hair professionals. We know there are a lot of great hair 
stylists out there and are grateful you would consider us in being an important part of your life.  
 
Here’s what we most want you to know: We don’t claim to be the best… We just like to show it. 
Whether it’s the products we use or the techniques we like to work with, our primary goal and 
commitment is to help you find the best hair for you. We only ask that you be patient and 
understanding as we collaborate together.  
 
Thank you so much for your time and commitment.  
 
Best. Nick & Robbie. 
 
 
 


